
“Inner self”
The inner breaking out!





Find a portrait pic of a 
person.  

Pic a picture that has 
high resolution.  Also 
keep in mind that you 
are going to be telling 
a story about “inner” 
desires or self etc. so 
be considerate about 
the portrait and does it 
lend itself to that story.

Extra credit if you 
make this a self 
portrait.   



edit> paste

Edit > Free 
Transform

Scale your 
images so it fills 
60 or more of 
the frame



edit > paste

Edit > free 
Transform

Now adjust 
the color and 
value to 
match your 
story.

image> adj> 
brightness 
and contrast

Edit> hue and 
saturation



Now delete your 
background 

Choose the poly 
lasso tool

Select the contour 
around your portrait



Click the refine 
edge button before 
you cut or copy



Use the white to add to your selection and use the black to delete. REFINE your 
selection… this is your main image soooo make a GOOD selection

Once you are 
satisfied with 
your piece 

Move the drop to 
say new layer 
instead of 
Selection then 
press ok
 



Add a new layer 
underneath your 
cut out portrait 
layer you just 
made



On that new layer

Choose the paint 
bucket tool

Click the color 
swatch to change 
color and then 
choose a color 
from inside your 
portrait that 
complements the 
art

Then fill the whole 
black layer with 
that color



Click to 
select the 
top portrait 
later

Right click 
and 
duplicate 
that layer



Click and select 
one of the portrait 
layers and then 
hold shift to also 
select the color 
background layer

Right click> merge 
layers

Also make an 
additional duplicate 
of this layer for safe 
keeping



Ok choose the spare 
portrait layer that i made 
you duplicate

We are going to 
exaggerate the lighting to 
we can get a good smooth 
selection for the “Hole” in 
the face.  Do no worry 
what this layer starts to 
look like we are using it as 
a tool not to keep in the 
long run. 

Let's enhance the 
Contrast 

image> adj> contrast



Now with 
that 
enhanced 
contrast we 
are going to 
posterize it 
to reveal 
shapes

Image > adj> 
posterize



Smooth out those shapes!
As we all know photopea isn’t great with making smooth 
selections so let's help it.  

Filter> Noise> Median….. And make the shapes super 
smooth but still recognizable



Find and 
choose the 
magic wand 
tool.

Click and select 
the highlight on 
the face. Hold 
shift to add the 
other lighter 
shapes around 
it.  This is going 
to be the “hole” 



While the 
selection is 
on … DO 
NOT 
DESELECT 
YET!!!!

Toggle off 
the Shaped 
Face layer 
and choose 
the other 
layer



Click on the 
refine edges

Refine the 
edges. 
Smooth out 
the shape

Decrease 
the border # 
to 1 or 0



Change the 
drop down 
selection to 
SELECTIO
N

Press ok 



Edit> cut
Edit> paste
Move the cut face piece using the 
move tool



Toggle off the 
pasted peice

Click onto the 
layer that HAS 
the hole.  Double 
click to open 
layer styles

Add a drop 
shaddow



To further smooth the 
appearance of the 
image just use 
median just a little like 
1 to 5

Filter> noise> median



SAVING BREAK!!! 



Start 
pasting in 
the Inner 
imagery

Begin by 
pasting in 
whatever 
could work 
as a 
backgroun
d for the 
hole



Edit free 
transform 

Make it big 
enough to fill 
the opening



Drag the 
pasted 
layer under 
the “Holed” 
layer



Continue to paste in things that support your Inner 
theme. 

If you want 
have apart of 
a pic seem 
likes its 
coming out of 
the whole

Toggle off the 
face and 
then select 
area that you 
want to come 
through.



Toggle back on the 
face layer and select 
that layer while still 
keeping your 
selection

Choose your eraser 
tool 



Using the confines of 
the selection erase the 
part of the face that 
you want to reveal the 
underneath pic



Keep copying and 
pasting images

You will need at least 
10 things layers 
including the portrait 
layer







Keep 
collaging 

Keep 
arranging 
placing 
some piece 
on top and 
underneath



Once your done

Adding all 10 
peices its time 
to arrange and 
“Transform” 
them

 Edit> 
transform> 
distort



Now its time to 
adjust the colors 
of the peices so 
that if feels 
united



Image > 
adjusmtn
et> hue 
and 
saturation



Explore 
different 
overlays on 
each pasted 
pic and see 
if it changes 
the look.  






